GNFAC Avalanche Forecast for Mon Feb 10, 2020
Good Morning. This is Alex Marienthal with the Gallatin National Forest Avalanche Forecast on Monday,
February 10th at 7:00 a.m. Today’s forecast is sponsored by Yellowstone Club Community Foundation and
Werner Wealth Management. This forecast does not apply to operating ski areas.
Mountain Weather
At 6 am the Bridger Range has 12” of new low density snow, Hyalite and Big Sky have 5-9”, Cooke City has 2”
and near West Yellowstone zero. Temperatures are single digits to teens F and wind is northwest at 5-15 mph
with gusts to 20 mph. Today temperatures will be teens F with northerly wind at 10-25 mph. Snow showers will
end later this morning with an additional 2-4” possible near Big Sky and Bozeman.
Snowpack and Avalanche Discussion

Bridger Range Northern Gallatin Northern Madison
Today a foot of new low density snow (0.4-0.6” SWE) adds weight to buried weak layers and forms fresh slabs
that can avalanche. These slabs and dry loose avalanches are easy to trigger, and can break avalanches deeper in
the recent storm snow or on sugary snow near the ground.
Yesterday we hunted for avalanche crowns in the Bridger Range. From Flathead Pass to Bridger Peak we saw
dozens of crowns that broke within the recent 3-4 feet of snow and deeper on sugary snow near the ground (
photo). On the west side of the range in Truman Gulch avalanches broke on sugary snow 3-5’ deep and were
miles wide. Debris ran to the end of the runout zone and snapped trees (photos, video). Photos from Bridger
Peak, the west side, and Saddle Peak show a fraction of the recent carnage.
The recent storm dropped 3-4 feet of snow equal to 3-4” of snow water equivalent (SWE) near Bozeman, Big
Sky and Hyalite. Over the last week wind from every direction formed thick fresh drifts that can still break deep
(photo). Yesterday on Mt. Ellis multiple groups reported widespread collapsing. On Saturday, near Big Sky
riders triggered avalanches and saw a large natural that broke during the storm (photo, photos and details), and
a child triggered a small, but potentially deadly avalanche on a road cut (photo). This is just the beginning of a
long list of reported recent activity (avalanche log).
More new snow today makes human triggered avalanches likely, and natural avalanches are likely on wind
loaded slopes. Danger is HIGH on wind loaded slopes and CONSIDERABLE on non-wind loaded slopes.
Avoid avalanche terrain.

Southern Madison Southern Gallatin Lionhead Range Cooke City
In the mountains near West Yellowstone and Cooke City the storm last week delivered 2-3 feet of snow equal to
2” of SWE. Moderate wind drifted this snow into fresh slabs which are easy to trigger, and could break deeper
avalanches on weak sugary snow near the ground (photo). Yesterday near Cooke City skiers and riders saw

recent natural wind slabs (photo) and easily triggered 4-6” drifts on small slopes (photo, photo). Snowmobilers
in the southern Madison Range saw similar small slides (photo). Dave and Doug rode in Lionhead and saw
avalanches that broke in the recent storm snow, and overall stability was better than expected (video).
Avoid wind loaded slopes where you are likely to trigger an avalanche. Carefully evaluate the snowpack and
terrain before riding anything steep. Today avalanche danger is CONSIDERABLE on wind loaded slopes and
MODERATE on non-wind loaded slopes.
If you get out, please send us your observations no matter how brief. You can fill out an observation form,
email us (mtavalanche@gmail.com), leave a VM at 406-587-6984, or Instagram (#gnfacobs).

Upcoming Avalanche Education and Events
Our education calendar is full of awareness lectures and field courses. Check it out and plan to attend one or
two: Events and Education Calendar.
COOKE CITY
Every Friday and Saturday, Snowpack Update and Rescue Training. Friday, 6:30-7:30 p.m. at the Soda Butte
Lodge. Saturday anytime between 10-2 @ Round Lake.
BOZEMAN
TONIGHT!!!, 1-hr Avalanche Awareness. 5:30 p.m. at Gallatin Valley YMCA.
WEST YELLOWSTONE
February 22, 1-hr Avalanche Awareness, 7-8 p.m. at West Yellowstone Holiday Inn.

